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Workaholic Carly Mason is invited to four days of sun and
sand with her friends and their men. However, Carly had
invented a boyfriend to keep her friends off her back. Then
she encounters a motorbike-riding Adonis and grabs the
opportunity to offer him a job. Warning: explicit sex.
Jump into the world of Arena Combat & Management with
this Titan’s Vow story. Pit life may appear unforgiving and
unfair for those who take a back seat in their own destiny, but
where fortune favours the bold, so too do actions have
consequences. Losk is one such Agent who understands this
balancing act. ____________________ The Jewel Of Need
was originally conceived to promote the Arena Combat and
Management game, Titan’s Vow. This was to be a short
story numbering only a few pages and highlighting a few
aspects of gameplay. As time progressed I began to resonate
more with the characters, and this novella which the original
conceit developed into fills my heart with pride and joy. I truly
hope you enjoy this tale. - P.G. Harrington
One of the best-selling resume books of all time and a trusted
resource for job-seekers for nearly three decades, this edition
of The Damn Good Resume Guide has been completely
revised and updated for today’s marketplace. One of the bestselling resume books of all time and a trusted resource for jobseekers for nearly three decades, this edition of The Damn
Good Resume Guide has been completely revised and
updated for today’s marketplace. The Shortest Distance
Between You and Your Next Job For hundreds of thousands
of job seekers, The Damn Good Resume Guide has been the
go-to resource for writing and refining their resumes to damn
near perfection. Filled with savvy advice and written in a
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straightforward, user-friendly style, The Damn Good Resume
Guide will help you zero in on that dream job, then craft a
winning resume that gets your foot in the door. This tried-andtrue best seller has been fully revised and updated for
today’s job market, including: Contemporary sample
resumes (all of which landed interviews!) with job objectives
running the career gamut—from line cook to sales manager,
school principal to software engineer. Tips on creating a
functional, chronological, or hybrid resume—and advice on
choosing which format is best for you. What to include and
what to leave out of your resume, so you get the job you
really want. Smart ways to deal with gaps in your work history
and other less-than-ideal resume scenarios. Instructions for
writing cover emails and submitting resumes electronically.
How to set up (and excel at) an informational interview.
Advice for formatting, polishing, and proofing your resume so
that it stands out in the right way. And much more! Follow
Parker and Brown’s ten easy steps, and you’ll be well on
your way to a smart, effective, and thoroughly modern
resume—a resume that makes you look good and produces
results.
Space! Vast. Kinda dark. Filled with dots. Not a very
impressive place to be stuck in. Time flies at a snail's pace
when you're just babysitting other people. Mind starts to
wander. Senses are dulled. Skills become rusty. The voices
in your head start sounding less insane with each passing
day. It feels like this lifeless limbo will never end. AND THEN
HUGE BLOODTHIRSTY MONSTERS ATTACK! Yeah... You
have fun with that.
Liam Murphy has kicked his drug habit and now pays for the
high living costs in London as an escort. His life is finally in
balance. His only problem is that he obsesses about the
minimum number of times he has to bend over to make ends
meet. As long as he has his emotions under control, it’ll be
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fine. That’s what Liam keeps telling himself until he meets
the young widower Alastair, also known as Ali, whose
emerald eyes remind him of Ireland. “I…I want us to have sex
as though we’re making love.” Making love? Jaysus. I
scratch my head. “Okay. You mean more kisses and shit?”
Ali laughs. “And shit.” His face lights up and he looks about
ten years younger. “Like cuddles.” Featuring Liam from The
Boy Who Fell to Earth. This title contains material some may
find objectionable or trigger-inducing: mature content, drug
use, suicidal thoughts.
Shows the most effective ways to present work history,
education, job objectives, and skills on resumes, and provides
examples showing different backgrounds
Yana Parker has helped hundreds of thousands of job
seekers write and refine their resumes to damn near
perfection. Her resume guides have been praised for their
user-friendly style and savvy advice and, rightly so, have
become staples in libraries, career centers, and employment
offices nationwide. Now, in this fully revised and updated
edition of the best-seller, you can quickly garner resumewriting wisdom by following 10 easy steps to a damn good
resume. Also included are completely new sections on
formatting resumes and submitting resumes over the Internet.
Here is a resume guide you can count on to help you get that
resume done fast and get it done right.
He's a Hollywood heartthrob. She's a cowgirl with attitude.
Gasoline, meet fire. "Jamey is all kinds of swoon worthy"
JAMEY I've survived the boxing ring, foster care and
Hollywood fame But there's a good chance I won't survive this
month… What was I thinking signing a contract to play the
lead in a western? I think my sexy AF riding instructor might
actually be trying to kill me. But here I am, back for another
lesson. MAISIE Men are trouble. Good looking men are extra
trouble. That goes for my ex, and definitely for my new
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student, big Hollywood movie star Jamey Garret. At least my
head knows that. It’s the rest of my body I’m having trouble
convincing. Don't miss Hot SEAL in Hollywood in the Hot
SEALs Series where readers first meet Jamey Garret. Hot
For Hire titles: Hot Billionaire for Hire (Brent) Hot Chick for
Hire (Chelsea) Hot Spy for Hire (Tristan) Hot Hero for Hire
(Jamey) Tropes and themes contained: opposites attract, fish
out of water, Hollywood, actors and actresses, romantic
suspense, action adventure, contemporary romance, alpha
male hero, romantic comedy, cowboys, cowgirls, western
romance, rodeo. Who should read this book? Fans of the
following authors and series are known to also like this
opposites attract, fish out of water, romantic comedy,
contemporary western romance : Avery Flynn Annika Martin
Susan Stoker Lynn Raye Harris Elle James Sharon Hamilton
Paige Tyler Lauren Blakely Carley Phillips Shayla Black
Maryann Jordan Donna Michaels The Suspense Sisters The
Sleeper SEALs Becky McGraw Leslie North Kris Michaels
Zoe Dawson KaLyn Cooper The Silver SEALs Hellfire Series
SEAL Team Alpha Kaylea Cross Crimson Point Series
Caitlyn O'Leary Black Dawn Dale Mayer The K9 Files SEALs
in Paradise Paradise Authors SEAL of Protection Hot SEAL
Team Delilah Devlin Montana Bounty SEALs of Honor Cora
Seton Turners vs Coopers Chance Creek Hot SEALs Heroes
for Hire Cristin Harber Aces Riley Edwards Misty Evans
Tessa Layne Em Petrova Mountain Mercenaries The Boot
Knockers Ranch Deep Six East Leslie North Brothers of
Cooper Rance Hostile Operations Team Hot Justice HOT
Heroes for Hire Heroes for Hire Parker Kincade 1001 Dark
Nights Katie Reus Redemption Harbor Teresa Reasor Shayla
Black MoreThan Words Becca Jameson Riley Edwards
Lighthouse Security Six-Pack Cowboys Special Forces :
Operation Alpha Bella Andre The Sullivans Maine Sullivans
Kris Michaels Cynthia Eden Lexi Blake Velvet Vaughn Sable
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Hunter Hell Yeah! COBRA Securities Perfect Gentlemen Zoe
York Olivia Jaymes Lindsay Cross Men of Mercy Lorelei
James Alessandra Torre
I have one job. Don't fall for the client. Too late. The minute I
lay eyes on Scarlett, my professionalism flies out the window.
She's sassy with just a touch of sweet. With curves in all the
right places. Usually it's not hard for me to do the job. Keep
the client safe. But Scarlett likes to test my limits. All of them.
This is the final book in the Savage Soldier series from USA
Today Bestselling Author Nicole Elliot. Look for her new
series, Baby Makes Three, available now! military romance,
alpha male romance, doctor romance, new adult romance,
second chance romance, hero romance, free romance,
forbidden love, romance series, small town romance series
THE MINORITY REPORT- PRELUDE TO THE STATE OF
THE WORLD This book contains an explosive cocktail of life
altering information. The author assists his readers by helping
to "remove the scales from their eyes". This book analyzes
the hoplessness, despair, physical and spiritual death present
in the minority community, and shows the connection to the
assasinations of black leaders during the 60's and the
dismanteling of groups like the Panthers to the problems we
see today. Kijani explains how the crack epidemic was
spawned in the minority community and how the war on drugs
began to errode our liberties. He also explains how hip-hop
has played a role in glamorizing dope dealing and the
senseless murder of our own people. He follows this by
explaining that since the events of 9/11 how the state of the
world has changed, and developements we see such as the
push for globalization, RFID chips being implanted in
humans, and a cashless society is being orchestrated by a
secret society or global elite rooted in the occult paving the
way for the antichrist. Truly not recommended for the faint of
heart. Kijani implores his readers to WAKE UP!!!!!!!!
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Contrary to popular belief, technical competency does not
define a great employee. You won't find your best employees
by asking a series of standard interview questions. And a
resume does little to tell you whether an employee is going to
be a superstar or a human-resources nightmare. In fact, when
it comes to hiring and managing employees, we have been
concentrating on the wrong attributes entirely. The Five A's is
a true breakthrough in evaluating potential and current
employees. By redefining the characteristics that determine
whether an employee is ideally suited for a job, you can use
The Five A's to quickly sift through the rubbish and build an
engaged and well-trained workforce.
A Love Built To Last? Finn Murphy has always been good at
building things. So when the town's alluring new developer
makes him an irresistible offer, he's all set to jump on board.
And working side by side with Constance Carmichael sure
has its perks. Too bad the big-city beauty will be heading
back east after she makes her name in his hometown. Hiring
the handsome saloon owner and carpenter to turn Connie's
dream of building Forever's first hotel into reality was a stroke
of pure genius. Finn has magic in his hands, and she's far
from immune to his rugged charms. But what happens when
the time comes to say goodbye to this close-knit, warmly
welcoming community…and Finn? Or has Connie finally found
forever—with her Texas cowboy?
When a shy woman inherits a ranch, she’ll have to find an
inner strength to succeed—and open herself up to love—in this
heartwarming novel from New York Times bestselling author
Victoria James. Sarah Turner has led a very sheltered life. So
when her parents pass away tragically, suddenly she’s left in
charge of the family ranch with little know-how but plenty of
will to keep it afloat. Determined not to lose her parents’
legacy or her newfound independence, she needs a hero
fast—not to save her, but to show her how to save herself. But
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she’s unprepared for the ruggedly handsome cowboy who
answers her ad. “Cowboy for Hire,” the ad said, and Cade
Walker is quick to respond. Betrayed as ranch manager by
his former boss, he’s looking for a new place to put down
roots—without the pressure to prove himself again. Except
when he meets his new boss, it’s clear he’s not only there to
run a ranch but to also teach Miss Independent how to run it.
But as they struggle to make the ranch flourish, they’ll both
need courage if they hope to find a family...together. Each
book in the Wishing River series is STANDALONE: * The
Trouble with Cowboys * Cowboy for Hire
Some jobs turn you into a zombie. Literally. Captain Jayde
Thrin of the cargo ship Determination has one goal: make
enough money to retire in style. Her small mercenary crew
travels the universe taking on odd jobs, but when a botched
gig lands them in hot water, it’s up to Jayde to figure out their
escape – and their survival. The nearby mining planet M44
provides an opportunity to refuel and make a quick buck, but
there’s more going on in the mines than anyone realizes.
What Jayde expects to be an easy job turns out to be one of
the hardest yet, especially with the outpost overrun with the
undead. Steel for Hire is the first episode of Galactic
Mercenaries, a space opera series about zombies, space
battles, alien invasion, and a misfit crew trying to survive in a
dangerous universe. (space opera zombie mercenaries alien
invasion fiction science fiction gang force space combat
space battle sci fi space adventure sci fi)
Warning: This novel contains excessive humor, action,
excitement, adventure, magic, romance, and bodies. Proceed
with caution. Fetching a cat out of a tree should’ve been a
quick, easy fifty bucks in Kanika’s pocket. Instead, following
one stray thought, the devil pays her a visit and leaves her
with a debt to repay. Owing the devil a favor is bad enough,
but her life is turned upside down when it’s time to pay the
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piper. First, she doesn’t want the world’s sexiest firefighting,
kitten-rescuing Scot as an unwilling companion. Since that
wasn’t bad enough, she doesn’t know who wants him dead
or why, but there’s no way in hell she’s going to let someone
mar his perfection. Add in the fact the devil wants an heir, and
there’s only one thing she knows for certain: she’s in for one
hell of a job.
From the bestselling author of The Radical Leap and Greater
Than Yourself comes the first book to directly address love as
a hard-core business principle that generates measurable
results It’s time to toss aside the touchy-feely notions of love
in business and acknowledge the real power that it holds.
Love is not only appropriate in the context of business, it’s
the foundation of great leadership. To put it bluntly: love is
just damn good business. That’s the simple but profound
truth that leadership consultant Steve Farber has discovered
in his extensive work with Fortune 100 companies and other
successful businesses. His game-changing approach to love
as a practical business strategy will help you to: • Identify
your passions—and share them with others • Create a culture
of love at work—and spark innovation, productivity, and joy •
Serve your customers, so they love how you treat them—and
have them coming back for more • Invest time in making
personal connections—that are mutually rewarding • Focus on
serving the needs of others—they’re going to love it • Do what
you love—and make it your business, so others love it, too The
proven principles you’ll find in this book will help you lay the
groundwork for a thriving, competitive enterprise. When love
is part of your organization’s framework and operationalized
in its culture, employees and customers feel genuinely
valued. Employees who are passionate about the work that
they do are more loyal, innovative, creative, and inspired, and
that translates to great customer experience. They don’t
serve others out of obligation, but because of a genuine
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desire to improve people’s lives. And when customers
reciprocate by loving your products, your services, and your
people, that’s when something great happens. That’s when
you get loyalty. That’s when you get raving fans. It’s a
refreshingly human way of doing business. In addition to
Farber’s field-tested strategies, you’ll find inspiring case
studies from a wide range of industries and leaders, revealing
self-assessment quizzes, and practical pointers on how to
build a corporate culture based on love, the ultimate
competitive advantage. At the end of the day, it’s just damn
good business.
13 By: Barbara A. Zaloom Michael is a genius. He was
clandestinely molded and trained to fulfill a precise function.
As a child, he knew neither love nor kindness, and rebelled
against his mentor/persecutor as any typical human’s
temperament would deem necessary. So when he discovered
the true reality of his predetermined and excruciating
existence, Michael had a decision to make. Should he run
away, hide, cower in continual dread to await his
questionable fate? Or should he muster the courage to alter
his destiny to what he most desired, an ordinary and
meaningful life, despite the difficult obstacles confronting
him? If you were Michael, what would you do?
This bundle contains the following books: Johan’s Joy
Galen’s Gemma Zack’s Zest

This bundle contains the following books: Michael’s
Mercy Tyson’s Treasure Jace’s Jewel
Trevor Vanden Bosch is directed to go undercover at
Studs for Hire as a carpenter. His mission-seduce
Sydnie Riley into unknowingly giving him ideas to
launch the Venus Bra for one of his ad agency's
biggest clients, Stardust Lingerie. But how can he
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steal her advertising ideas and win her heart, too? . .
. she's one feisty boss with something to prove . . .
Sydnie is tired of men always being the boss. After
she's cheated out of a promotion at her advertising
job by her sexy nemesis and almost lover, Trevor,
she decides it's time she take charge of her life and
career. She ditches her male-dominated corporate
job, bands together with two college friends, and
creates Studs for Hire, a contracting firm loaded with
sexy carpenters, electricians and plumbers. . . .
together they'll battle each other's shenanigans and
weather one little deception that could keep them
from finding their happily-ever-after. "I laughed. I
sighed. I wanted Trevor Vanden Bosch to come
rewire MY basement. WOMAN ON TOP is a
winner!"---Julie Miller, National Readers' Choice
Awardwinning author. "If you like fun, sexy romance,
you'll love WOMAN ON TOP by talented new author
Sherry James. I couldn't put it down!"---Kate
Donovan, award-winning author of the SPIN series
from Silhouette Bombshell.
This scorching hot standalone includes a FREE
bonus book download just for you! Link in the back.
"Funny, romantic and full of fiery chemistry ... This
was amazing!" -Bookgasms Book Blog I’m the guy
you call when you need to impress your overbearing
family, your boss, or your ex. Yeah, I’m a male
escort, but not just any escort, I’m the escort. The
one with a mile-long waiting list and a pristine
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reputation that’s very well-deserved. I’m the guy
who’ll make you feel beautiful, desired, and
worshipped . . . all for a steep price. I’m hired to
make you shine, and I always deliver. I’ll be
whatever you want me to be for one night—except my
true self. This is just a job, a role I play to earn a
paycheck. But I’m not the guy who falls for a client.
Not once in six years. And then I meet Elle. Her
friend has hired me to escort her to a wedding, but
Elle doesn’t know we’re just pretending. There’s a
fire between us I never expected. A connection I
haven’t felt in so long. One kiss, and I’m losing all
control. But what will happen when she finds out who
I really am?
Born in 1922, Kenny Thomas Sr. has been a trapper,
firefighter, road builder, river-freight hauler, and
soldier. Today he is a respected elder and member
of a northern Athabaskan tribal group residing in
Tanacross, Alaska. As a song and dance leader for
the Tanacross community, Thomas has been
teaching village traditions at an annual culture camp
for more than twenty years. Over a three-year
period, folklorist Craig Mishler conducted a series of
interviews with Thomas about his life experiences.
Crow Is My Boss is the fascinating result of this
collaboration. Written in a style that reflects the
dialogue between Thomas and Mishler, Crow Is My
Boss retains the authenticity of Thomas’s voice,
capturing his honesty and humor. Thomas reveals
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biographical details, performs and explains
traditional folktales and the potlatch tradition, and
discusses ghosts and medicine people. One folktale
is presented in both English and Tanacross,
Thomas’s native language. A compelling personal
story, Crow Is My Boss provides insight into the
traditional and contemporary culture of Tanacross
Athabaskans in Alaska. Volume 250 in the
Civilization of the American Indian series
With her best friend, Kovit's, life in danger, Nita is
determined to take down the black market once and
for all.
"Brinkley Saunders has a secret. To everyone in the
academic world she left behind, she lost it all when
she dropped out of grad school. Once a rising star
following in her mother's footsteps, she's now an
administrative assistant at an insurance agency--or
so they think. In reality, Brinkley works at Heartbreak
for Hire, a secret service that specializes in revenge
for jilted lovers, frenemies, and long-suffering
coworkers with a little cash to spare and a man who
needs to be taken down a notch. It might not be as
prestigious as academia, but it helps Brinkley save
for her dream of opening an art gallery and lets her
exorcise a few demons, all while helping to empower
women. But when her boss announces she's hiring
male heartbreakers for the first time, Brinkley's no
longer so sure she's doing the right thing--especially
when her new coworker turns out to be a target she
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was paid to take down. Though Mark spends his
days struggling up the academic ladder, he seems to
be the opposite of a backstabbing adjunct: a nerd at
heart in criminally sexy sweater vests who's attentive
both in and out of the bedroom. But as Brinkley finds
it increasingly more difficult to focus on anything but
Mark, she soon realizes that like herself, people
aren't always who they appear to be"-In Spies for Hire, investigative reporter Tim Shorrock
lifts the veil off a major story the government doesn't
want us to know about -- the massive outsourcing of
top secret intelligence activities to private-sector
contractors. Running spy networks overseas.
Tracking down terrorists in the Middle East.
Interrogating enemy prisoners. Analyzing data from
spy satellites and intercepted phone calls. All of
these are vital intelligence tasks that traditionally
have been performed by government officials
accountable to Congress and the American people.
But that is no longer the case. Starting during the
Clinton administration, when intelligence budgets
were cut drastically and privatization of government
services became national policy, and expanding
dramatically in the wake of 9/11, when the CIA and
other agencies were frantically looking to hire
analysts and linguists, the Intelligence Community
has been relying more and more on corporations to
perform sensitive tasks heretofore considered to be
exclusively the work of federal employees. This
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outsourcing of intelligence activities is now a $50
billion-a-year business that consumes up to 70
percent of the U.S. intelligence budget. And it's a
business that the government has tried hard to keep
under wraps. Drawing on interviews with key players
in the Intelligence-Industrial Complex, contractors'
annual reports and public filings with the
government, and on-the-spot reporting from
intelligence industry conferences and investor
briefings, Spies for Hire provides the first behind-thescenes look at this new way of spying. Shorrock
shows how corporations such as Booz Allen
Hamilton, Lockheed Martin, SAIC, CACI
International, and IBM have become full partners
with the CIA, the National Security Agency, and the
Pentagon in their most sensitive foreign and
domestic operations. He explores how this
partnership has led to wasteful spending and
threatens to erode the privacy protections and
congressional oversight so important to American
democracy. Shorrock exposes the kinds of spy work
the private sector is doing, such as interrogating
prisoners in Iraq, managing covert operations, and
collaborating with the National Security Agency to
eavesdrop on Americans' overseas phone calls and
e-mails. And he casts light on a "shadow Intelligence
Community" made up of former top intelligence
officials who are now employed by companies that
do this spy work, such as former CIA directors
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George Tenet and James Woolsey. Shorrock also
traces the rise of Michael McConnell from his days
as head of the NSA to being a top executive at Booz
Allen Hamilton to returning to government as the
nation's chief spymaster. From CIA covert actions to
NSA eavesdropping, from Abu Ghraib to
Guantánamo, from the Pentagon's techno-driven war
in Iraq to the coming global battles over information
dominance and control of cyberspace, contractors
are doing it all. Spies for Hire goes behind today's
headlines to highlight how private corporations are
aiding the growth of a new and frightening national
surveillance state.
Heartbreak for HireA NovelSimon and Schuster
These six heroes bring all the heat! Selfless Hero
Prescription: Orgasm Patient: Kylie Hackett To be
filled by: Dr. Max Lewis Aka her worst nightmare.
When I walk into the ER for my first shift, the nurses
all want me. I don't need my stethoscope to hear
their hearts pounding. Except Kylie. She’s actually
focused on her job. Not my military background, or
tattoos. No, she’s actually all about patient care.
Well, let me care for you sweetheart. But she thinks
I’m full of myself, annoying at best. She couldn’t be
more wrong. Fact: I know what I'm doing in the ER. I
can also fulfill her wildest fantasies. That's not ego.
That's the truth. However, when Kylie gets hurt I find
myself swallowing all my pride. She needs me, and
I’m just what the doctor ordered. Hopeless Hero I've
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got my finger on her trigger. People say I’m
dangerous. Ex-Savage Soldier with a bad attitude.
But everything changes when I see Alicia Joppa, the
one that got away. All I want is to get my torpedo in
her target, but the way she’s looking at me? Ain’t
gonna happen. Things weren’t easy for her while I
was away and she’s always been good at hiding
secrets. What she doesn’t realize is I know how to
torture her for information. With my lips, my hands,
my missile… She doesn’t stand a chance. However,
the bomb she just dropped could ruin us both. She
had my baby while I was overseas. She may have
won the battle, but I will win the war... Of her heart.
Fearless Hero A one night stand turns into so much
more. When someone tries to kill the potential VP, I
know I have to protect his daughter too. It's my job to
keep her safe. But her curves call my name. Her
beautiful eyes distract me. And those lips? They
know all my secrets. All I want is to let down my
guard and lock her away in my bed. But it’s not safe.
How can I protect her when I’m falling for her?
Lawless Hero I saved her life. I thought that being
deployed would be the worst thing to ever happen to
me. I was wrong. When Rose walks into our camp,
everything changes. She needs a protector, and I'll
break all the rules to keep her safe. Those lips, that
body, her sassy attitude? She's everything I've ever
dreamed of. But when we return to the States,
rumors and lies from the base come home with us
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too. Savages are supposed to stick with their
brothers. But I'm choosing her. Forever. Reckless
Hero I was the cocky, arrogant, playboy type. But
that was before. Before the war. Before my father
died and my life changed. Now people count of me
to do the right thing. But Anna doesn’t count on me.
Not after I left her four years ago. She treats me like
the enemy, can’t say I blame her. My new mission?
Get under Anna’s skirt, and maybe into her heart.
I’ll ask her to be my study partner for Law school.
Get back into her good graces. We’ll be up all night
long. I don’t know if we'll get an A, but I’ll definitely
give her an O. Anna is hiding something though,
which might make us both fail. While I was overseas,
she was raising her son. And I don't have to be a
lawyer to look at the evidence. He's mine. Ruthless
Hero I have one job. Don't fall for the client. Too late.
The minute I lay eyes on Scarlett, my
professionalism flies out the window. She's sassy
with just a touch of sweet. With curves in all the right
places. Usually it's not hard for me to do the job.
Keep the client safe. But Scarlett likes to test my
limits. All of them. This set contains a special
epilogue for the series that isn't available anywhere
else! Enjoy! free romance, contemporary romance,
billionaire romance, single dad romance, nanny
romance, teacher romance, multiples, twins, triplets,
secret baby romance, family drama romance, alpha
male romance, doctor romance, new adult romance,
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second chance romance, hero romance, forbidden
love, romance series, small town romance series
It Only Takes One Match. . . Vivi Fiori wondered how the day
could have gotten so bad so fast. One minute, she's on a
train moving through the Thai countryside, a precious
archeological artifact in her hands; the next, she's being
chased through the jungle by the Thai mafia with some
hardcore American marine right behind her, shouting orders
like she should be grateful for his macho interference. What
Vivi needs is to get to her contact in Bangkok--warm shower,
nice hotel, girly clothes, no dead bodies or sexy armed
Marines. Her practical side is telling her to run like hell. Then
again, her practical side never met a guy like Sam Wyatt. . . .
. .To Start An Uncontrollable Fire Sam has a mission--follow a
trail of stolen diamonds, hoping it will lead him to the weapons
sale he needs to stop. Finding the terrorists who took down
his buddy will be the icing on the cake. But now, he's stuck
babysitting a curvy, talk-a-mile-a-minute redhead who's hellbent on playing Indiana Jones with her piece of Thai history.
He can't just abandon her to the snakes, the crocs, the Mafia,
and whatever else is out there. She wouldn't last ten seconds.
And he can't deny that everything about her stirs a deep
hunger in him--or that the power of their attraction is so
electric he knows he can never really let her go. Now,
protecting Vivi is his new mission--his most dangerous
yet--and one that will lead them both to a deadly threat
beyond all imagining. . . "A fabulous writer! Fetzer rocks!"
--Cherry Adair
He might only be a fake boyfriend. But he's going to make
sure she's not faking... anything. Tabitha Riley needs a date
for her sister's wedding ... and fast. It doesn't matter that her
sister is marrying her ex-boyfriend. She could care less about
that. It's showing up to the wedding single and alone, feeling
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her family's pity and hearing their snide remarks about her
lack of social life, that she can't handle. Enter Dr. Brody
Miner. He's the man fantasies are made of, especially
Tabitha's. Still, it is just a simple arrangement. No real
relationship, nothing more than a date to a wedding. One
friend helping out another friend. But Brody is used to getting
what he wants and he definitely wants Tabitha Riley- Over
and over again.
Sam Kercher is every inch a wickedly hot Marine. Tall. Sexy.
Lethal. When his best friends call in a favor, Sam is forced to
face an entirely new line of duty—playing nanny for their newly
divorced sister and her squirming seven-month-old twin boys.
If Sam can disassemble an M16 in his sleep, diaper duty
should be a cakewalk...right? Unfortunately, Operation Nanny
isn't quite that simple. Sheridan has sworn off overbearing
military men, so Sam must protect her from her dirtbag ex
without revealing just how much he has in common with her
brothers. Or that he's been ordered not to touch her. Ever.
Problem is, Sheri's one hell of a gorgeous woman, and Sam
wants her bad. Protect the girl. Care for the babies. Hide his
identity. And keep his hands off. But even the most
disciplined Marine has weaknesses...and Sheridan is one
Sam might not be able to resist. Each book in the Front and
Center series is a standalone, full-length story that can be
enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Marine for Hire
Book #2 Fiancee for Hire Book #3 Best Man for Hire Book #4
Protector for Hire
Special Agent Will Taylor has lost everything; at least
everything that ever mattered to him. His ten-year marriage to
Indie dissolved in an instant with the discovery that his wife,
unbeknownst to anyone, is not part of the human race. His
loss is made all the more difficult by the fact that these beings
have a pre-destined mate, and Will was not part of the plan.
Topping off the situation is the forced assignment of Indie’s
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true mate as his partner in a very covert government program
designed to capture and investigate beings such as Indie. Will
struggles to overcome his still all-consuming love for his
former wife, while battling internal monsters of another kind.
And then he meets detective Angelica Knight, who is hot on
the trail of a vigilante’ serial killer. She sparks Will’s intrigue,
and he soon discovers that Detective Knight has secrets of
her own; things she cannot begin to even understand herself.
Will he be able to unravel the mystery and save her from her
fate?
When a hero snaps, the galaxy pays. For years, Esper has
been holding in her mind the knowledge of ancient demons.
Ever since reading that forbidden tome, a darkness has
dwelt, gnawing at the edges of her sanity and wheedling to
gain control. When a mission to a blockaded planet goes
awry, Esper finally can't hold back the darkness any longer.
The darkness within gains an annoying conscience and the
body of a powerful wizard. Multiple battles ensue. First, Esper
must fight alongside her crew without letting on that she's no
longer the Esper they once knew. But also there's an internal
struggle going on for control, influence, and the fate of
everyone Esper cares about. Who can hold back the
darkness when its main enemy takes command of the fight?
Mission 9 - Ship With No Name On the planet Meyang, a
plague breaks out. Earth Navy enforces a strict blockade. No
one in; no one out. But that includes medical personnel. With
a humanitarian crisis brewing among the rebels being
quarantined, Esper and her crew step in. Launching a daring
rescue mission, they break the blockade to save lives.
Mission 10 - No More Mr. Nice Girl Esper isn't playing around
anymore. When her ship gets hijacked, it's time to see what a
wizard can do when she's not worried about doing the right
thing. Mission 11 - Magic's Little Helper Tiffany feels like her
magical training has fallen off. With Esper preoccupied and
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the universe no longer listening to her demands, she turns to
an illicit, magic-boosting drug for a boost. But the worst time
for Esper to discover that her apprentice is blasted on
Starlight is when a team of wizard assassins is hot on her
trail. Mission 12 - Mortanian Rhapsody Something is horribly
wrong with Esper. The dark powers she's tapped into have
finally collected their due. Overcome by the darkness inside
her, she's no longer the Esper everyone knew. To get her
back to herself, Tiffany launches a daring mission to find the
one person in the galaxy who might know how to help.
Mission 12.5 - Our Little Secret Left to their own devices,
Wesley and Kubu decide to try all the things that Esper would
never have let them do if she were around.
"Perfectly crafted"—PW (starred review) Jo Goodman, a
premier writer of western romance and the author of In Want
of a Wife, is back with a sensational new novel for fans of
Linda Lael Miller and Joan Johnston. He’s got a job to do…
Former army cavalryman Quill McKenna takes pride in
protecting the most powerful man in Stonechurch, Colorado:
Mr. Ramsey Stonechurch himself. But the mine owner has
enemies, and after several threats on his life, mines, and
family, Quill decides to hire someone to help guard the
boss’s daughter. Only problem is the uncontrollable
attraction he feels toward the fiery-haired woman who takes
the job. …but she’s a piece of work. Calico Nash has more
knowledge of scouting and shooting than cross-stitching, but
she agrees to pose as Ann’s private tutor while protecting
her. But between her growing attraction to Quill and the
escalating threats against the Stonechurches, Calico will soon
have a choice to make—hang on to her hard-won
independence or put her faith in Quill to create the kind of
happy ending she never imagined…
SIX FULL LENGTH NOVELS IN ONE VOLUME! Raven He's
mysterious and alluring, Dominant and powerful. He keeps
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her grounded, And lets her fly. After a date ends in disaster,
Zara Bandini is drawn into a conspiracy of dark lies and
hidden motives. Bidding farewell to blissful ignorance, she
must betray those who trust her to prevent evil from
murdering innocent civilians. Raven guides her, shields her,
and seduces her… Now Zara has to protect her heart while
saving the world. Warning: Contains explicit language and
imagery. Suitable only for ages 18 and over. Raven is an
antihero bad boy dark romance with a sassy heroine and off
the charts chemistry. The contemporary MF tale of a dirty
talking assassin and small-town city girl is the first of a
bingeworthy romantic suspense series. The Kindred books
are for adults only. They contain explicit scenes of hot, racy
intimacy and deal with betrayal, deception, and secrecy. If
you like a possessive, protective alpha hero and badass
heroines, check this series out… if you dare! The series is
complete and all books are currently available. Also included
in this volume: Swallow She's strong and dedicated,
Committed and selfless. She needs her touchstone, But
Raven's not the same. AND Cuckoo She's shrewd and
unforgiving, Focused on her own agenda. Her motives are
selfish, And she always gets her man. AND Swift He's smart
and loyal, Skilled and focused. He broke her heart, To save
her life. AND Falcon He's reclusive and stoic, Aloof and
withdrawn. He won't let her in, But he can't stay away. AND
FINALLY Finch She's reserved and quiet, Passionate and
sure. She's part of the team, But trapped in the enemy's lair.
Reviewers say: "A fantastic, riveting read. Deliciously dark
and sinful. Great characters, well written storyline. Would
recommend, will read more from this author." "…anti-hero
Raven also gave me whiplash. He was a rollercoaster I
wanted to ride all night." "The chemistry between Raven and
Zar is hot enough to start an inferno. I can't wait to start book
2." "Definitely a 5 Star read for me if you like your books with
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mystery, adventures, action, suspense and HOT, HOT sex
then I'd highly recommend #RAVEN"
Meet the new boss, daughter of the old boss. ?It was a
possibility she'd never considered and a friend she'd thought
long gone. But when Tanny Rucker came to Esper for help
overthrowing her father's criminal empire, it was an offer she
couldn't refuse. Armed with Tanny's loyalists from her father's
syndicate and the magical might Esper brings, the pair
embark on a course to rewrite galactic history. To win, they
might ruin countless innocent lives and even some of their
friends. But convinced they're going to do more good, they
press forward with their ambitious plan: to rid the galaxy of
the Rucker Syndicate. Mission 13: The Girls Are Back in
Town Esper and Tanny join forces to topple the Rucker
Syndicate. Their first move, rescuing hostages so that no one
can be forced to betray them. Mission 14: Stuck in the Astral
With You To undermine the financial power of the Rucker
Syndicate, Tanny and Esper go after their largest legitimate
business front. Mission 15: Lair of the Dog When Tanny is
forced to flee from battle, she brings her crew to the harshest,
most unforgiving planet with a breathable atmosphere: Kubu's
homeworld. Mission 16: Empathy for the Devil It's the final
showdown for control of the Rucker Syndicate. What price will
Tanny and Esper be forced to pay to realize their vision of a
galaxy without its largest criminal empire? Bonus short story,
Mission 16.5: Kubu's First Date Cultures clash in a first date
for the ages When the opportunity arises to travel from his
birth planet to his adoptive home, Kubu asks a friend to join
him for the trip. But without a common culture to guide them,
the two megalodogs fumble their way to a unique and
unexpected idea for a first date.
Raven He's mysterious and alluring, Dominant and powerful.
He keeps her grounded, And lets her fly. After a date ends in
disaster, Zara Bandini is drawn into a conspiracy of dark lies
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and hidden motives. Bidding farewell to blissful ignorance,
she must betray those who trust her to prevent evil from
murdering innocent civilians. Raven guides her, shields her,
and seduces her… Now Zara has to protect her heart while
saving the world. Warning: Contains explicit language and
imagery. Suitable only for ages 18 and over. ?Raven is an
antihero bad boy dark romance with a sassy heroine and off
the charts chemistry. The contemporary MF tale of a dirty
talking assassin and small-town city girl is the first of a
bingeworthy romantic suspense series. The Kindred books
are for adults only. They contain explicit scenes of hot, racy
intimacy and deal with betrayal, deception, and secrecy. If
you like a possessive, protective alpha hero and badass
heroines, check this series out… oh and it’s free! The series is
complete and all books are currently available. Reviewers
say: “A fantastic, riveting read. Deliciously dark and sinful.
Great characters, well written storyline. Would recommend,
will read more from this author.” “…anti-hero Raven also gave
me whiplash. He was a rollercoaster I wanted to ride all
night.” “The chemistry between Raven and Zar is hot enough
to start an inferno. I can't wait to start book 2.” “Definitely a 5
Star read for me if you like your books with mystery,
adventures, action, suspense and HOT, HOT sex then I’d
highly recommend #RAVEN” TOPICS: Alpha, antihero, bad
boy, dirty talker, criminal, outlaw, free steamy racy & risque
explicit hot romance, badass sassy female protagonist,
spying in the workplace, complete epic binge read romantic
suspense series, off the charts chemistry dangerous rough
undercover assassin sniper MF, Contemporary modern big
city life urban romance saga fiction, Mystery crime thriller with
possessive protective mercenary hero, double-cross family
betrayal deception fear feud rift, first in series free,
audiobook, free ebooks, Kindred, tragic, damsel in distress,
free billionaire romance books, enemies to lovers, no
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cliffhangers, action and adventure, action romance, action,
adult romance books, audiobook, books for free, download
books to read, boxset, romance boxset, captivating romance,
chemistry, chicklit, city romance, complete series, complex
romance, contemporary romance, crime books free, crime
boss, crime thriller, crime, damsel in distress, danger, dark
romance, dark seduction, dirty talk, dirty talker, dirty-talk,
double-cross, emotional journey, explicit read, first in a series,
first in series free, first in series free, forbidden love, free bad
boy books, free books, free first in series, free romantic
suspense, free steamy romance, full novel, HEA, HFN,
kissing books, long romance series, long series, love books
free, love books, love, loyalty, mature, murder, mystery,
obsession, opposites attract, organized crime, peril,
possessive, protect, protective, rescue, revenge, romance
binge, Romance books free, romance books full novel,
romance ebook, romance free books, romance, romantic
books free, romantic mystery, romantic novels free, romantic
suspense for free, romantic suspense free, romantic thriller,
seductive thriller, sexy, smart romance, sparks, steamy alpha
romance, steamy romance, strong heroine, suspense books
free, suspense romance, suspense thriller free, swoon, target,
threat, violence, woman in jeopardy, women's fiction,
women's romance. Scarlett Finn readers have also enjoyed
novels from: Kat Martin, Lori Foster, Allison Brennan, Nora
Roberts, Linda Howard, Jill Shalvis, Penny McCall, Christine
Skye, Susan Andersen, J.D. Robb.

THREE FULL LENGTH NOVELS IN ONE VOLUME!
Raven He's mysterious and alluring, Dominant and
powerful. He keeps her grounded, And lets her fly.
After a date ends in disaster, Zara Bandini is drawn
into a conspiracy of dark lies and hidden motives.
Bidding farewell to blissful
ignorance, she must
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betray those who trust her to prevent evil from
murdering innocent civilians. Raven guides her,
shields her, and seduces her… Now Zara has to
protect her heart while saving the world. Warning:
Contains explicit language and imagery. Suitable
only for ages 18 and over. Raven is an antihero bad
boy dark romance with a sassy heroine and off the
charts chemistry. The contemporary MF tale of a
dirty talking assassin and small-town city girl is the
first of a bingeworthy romantic suspense series. The
Kindred books are for adults only. They contain
explicit scenes of hot, racy intimacy and deal with
betrayal, deception, and secrecy. If you like a
possessive, protective alpha hero and badass
heroines, check this series out… if you dare! The
series is complete and all books are currently
available. Also included in this volume: Swallow
She's strong and dedicated, Committed and selfless.
She needs her touchstone, But Raven's not the
same. AND Cuckoo She's shrewd and unforgiving,
Focused on her own agenda. Her motives are
selfish, And she always gets her man. Reviewers
say: "A fantastic, riveting read. Deliciously dark and
sinful. Great characters, well written storyline. Would
recommend, will read more from this author." "…antihero Raven also gave me whiplash. He was a
rollercoaster I wanted to ride all night." "The
chemistry between Raven and Zar is hot enough to
start an inferno. I can't wait to start book 2."
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"Definitely a 5 Star read for me if you like your books
with mystery, adventures, action, suspense and
HOT, HOT sex then I'd highly recommend #RAVEN"
Former Marine MacArthur Patton has made a small
fortune on top-secret government contracts and
black-ops missions, but his new assignment involves
something more dangerous—marriage. Well, fake
marriage anyway. To keep weapons out of the
hands of terrorists, Mac has to secure a fiancée. A
sweet, demure, compliant fiancée to serve as his
arm candy for a few weeks while he completes the
covert arms deal in Mexico. His sister claims to know
just the woman, and sends her best friend to play the
role. "Sweet" and "demure" aren't in Kelli Landers's
repertoire. A badass veterinarian who neuters big
dogs and bigger men on a regular basis, she can't
wait to bring Mr. Tall-Dark-and-Detached to his
knees. Her longtime crush on the commitmentphobe makes her plan to seduce him even sweeter.
Love wasn't part of the plan, but the deeper Mac and
Kelli fall into their ruse, the more danger they attract,
until more than just their hearts are on the line...
Each book in the Front and Center series is a
standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out
of order. Series Order: Book #1 Marine for Hire Book
#2 Fiancee for Hire Book #3 Best Man for Hire Book
#4 Protector for Hire
An omega betrayed by his pack...and the lone wolf
who must risk everything to save him. Henry Wright
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was supposed to be dead. Since the night his alpha
dumped him in the dangerous ruins of Old Detroit,
life has been an unending nightmare for the packless
omega. Left to scavenge for food and evade the
savage creatures infesting the city, Henry's become
good at surviving—until his luck fails and leaves him
trapped on a rooftop with monsters closing in. Then
out of nowhere, help arrives in the form of a tall,
swaggering stranger with rugged good looks and a
sexy glint in his eyes. Their night of passion,
intensified by their brush with death, leaves Henry
breathless. But that isn't the only thing he's left with.
Thanks to the genetic mutation shared by omegas,
Henry is pregnant. And with all that's going down in
the city, Tom might not be there to save him again.
Especially when Henry's former alpha learns Henry
is still alive. Tom Reinhart doesn't mess around.
Wealthy clients pay the lone wolf to sneak into the
ruins of Old Detroit, retrieve what they
want—diamonds, cash, heirlooms—and get out alive.
But his latest run goes belly up when he saves the
life of an omega wolf with haunting amber eyes that
grab him by the balls and won't let go. As former
airborne military, Tom's used to danger. He knows
better than to let a pair of pretty eyes distract him.
But the little omega dredges up Tom's protective
instincts and the need to care for a mate. Sadly, the
only things the lone wolf can't give are the things the
omega wants most—the security of a pack and a
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family of his own. Tom will never again submit to an
autocratic alpha. But the pack who wants Henry
silenced is too strong to handle alone. To save his
precious golden-eyed mate and their unborn son,
Tom must swallow his pride and seek the help of
another alpha—Jake Kross of the St. Clair Pack. The
epitome of everything Tom hated about his previous
life… Reader note: contains M/M Mpreg, wolf shifters,
hot romance elements, and male male love
KIRKUS REVIEW says about this book: The plot is
appropriately twisty and has an authentic hard-boiled
feel to it. Wilson provides us with four memorable
characters and sets them down in a shadowy maze
of obsession and betrayal where there is only one
way out. Like the best noir, this story puts its
characters through an emotional wringer and makes
the reader feel their desperation, too. Synopsis:
Wealthy land developer, Jay Stiles, must murder a
business associate, or else his life and career will be
destroyed. He hires a former cop, known around
town as Streaker, to dispose of the body and cover
his tracks. Mistakes are made that put both men in
jeopardy of arrest, and their lives. Clueless about
Jay’s dark side, Camille Carson thinks she’s in love
with him until a new guy in town, named Matt
Garrison, sets her straight. As the arrest of Jay and
Streaker becomes imminent, Camille’s life is
hanging in the balance. Police and Matt are in a race
against time to save her.
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This bundle contains the following books: Dezi’s
Diamond Vince’s Vixen Ice’s Icing
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